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We give an efficient, randomized hidden surface removal algorithm for scenes containing 
intersecting faces. Randomization is assumed only in the algorithm and not in the input. The 
algorithm is quasi-output sensitive in the following sense. Project all boundary edges as well 
as the edges formed by the intersections of scene faces onto the view plane. This gives rise to 
several junctions in the view plane, visible as well as invisible. Let us define the degree deg(q) 
of a junction q as the number of scene faces that give rise to q. Define l(q), the obstruction 
level of q, to be the number of faces in the scene that obscure q with respect to the view point. 
Thus l(q)=0 iff q is visible. Then the expected time spent by the algorithm on a junction q 
is inversely proportional to (1 + l(q)) deg(q)- 1.Thus the work done on a junction decreases very 
fast as its obstruction level w.r.t, the view point increases. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This is a sequel to [-9], where we gave an efficient, randomized hidden surface 
removal  algorithm, for scenes with nonintersecting faces, that is "quasi -output sen- 
sitive" in the following sense: Assume, for the sake of simplicity, that the view point 
is located at (0, 0, - oo); this can be achieved by an appropr iate  perspective trans- 
formation. Project the edges of all the given faces or thonormal ly  in the z direction 
onto the "view" plane z = 0. This gives rise to several junct ions in the view plane, 
visible as well as invisible, that the result due to crossings among the projected 
edges. Then the amort ized time spent by this a lgor i thm on a junct ion in the view 
plane is inversely proport iona l  to the number of faces that hide this junct ion from 
the viewer. To be more precise, consider a junct ion q that is located at an intersec- 
t ion of the projected boundar ies of two faces f and g. A face h is said to obstruct 
(or hide) q if h occurs before f or g on the line of sight corresponding to the junc- 
tion q. Define the obstruction level of q, level(q), as the number of faces in the scene, 
which obstruct q. Let v(l) be the number  of junct ions with level ( l -1 ) .  Thus v(1) 
is precisely the number of visible junctions. For  a fixed collection of faces, define a 
0 series as follows: for every real number s ~> 0, O(s) = ~1 (v(l)/P). The expected run- 
ning time of the algor ithm in [9]  is O(0(1) + 0(2) log n + n log 2 n). In practice, the 
term 0(1) is the dominant  one because 0(2) is much less than 0(1). Note that 0(oo) 
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is precisely v(1), i.e., the number of visible junctions. If the algorithm were to 
depend linearly on the value of the 0-function at s = oo instead of s = 1, it would 
be strictly output sensitive. In this sense, the 0-series precisely captures the notion 
of a "degree of output sensitivity." However, it is open at present if hidden surface 
removal can be done in time that is linear, up to a polylog factor, in the value of 
the 0-series at s> 1. For some special scenes containing nonintersecting faces 
strictly output sensitive algorithms are known; e.g., for polyhedral terrains [12] 
and axis parallel rectangles [1 ]. 
Our first goal in this paper is to analyze the algorithm in [-9] and to establish 
the above-mentioned bound on its running time. ~ In [9], we actually stated a 
bound that is better than this bound in practice (but not in theory). For the sake 
of simplicitly, we shall only prove the O(0(1)+ 0(2)log n+n log 2 n) bound. The 
term 0(2)log n, although innocuous in practice, is a nuisance in theory. We shall 
also eliminate this term in this paper. This is done by incorporating a topological 
sweep in conjunction with the randomized, incremental paradigm. This, however, 
entails a considerable complication in the algorithm. Hence, the improvement is
mainly theoretical. 
Our third goal is to extend the algorithm in [-9] to the case of intersecting faces. 
Before we describe this extension, let us fix some notation. In what follows, we shall 
denote the boundary of a face f by Of, and the operation of projecting onto the 
view plane by (-). Thus f, ~, ~ denote the xy projections of a face f, and edge e, 
and a vertex v, respectively; ~f denotes the projection of the boundary Of, f c~ g 
denotes the projection of the intersection edge f c~ g, and so on. Let us now see how 
a 0 series can be associated with a collection of possibly intersecting faces in R 3. 
First project the boundary edges and the intersection edges onto the view plane. 
This gives rise to several junctions in the view plane. Let us define the degree deg(q) 
of a junction q as the number of faces f l ,  .... /deg(q) that are involved in its definition. 
For example, the degree of a junction that is located at an intersection of ~f and 
g c5 h is three and f,  g, and h are the three faces involved in its definition. The 
degree of a junction q that is located at the projection of Of c~ g is two (note that 
q is located at a junction between ~fand f c~ g in the view plane); f and g are the 
two faces defining q. We call a junction irregular if it can never be visible, even if 
the scene were to consist of only the faces defining that junction. For example, a 
junction that is located at the intersection of f l  c5 f2, and f3 ~ f4, where f~, ..., f4 
are four distinct faces, is irregular. A junction q located at an intersection of ~f and 
g c5 h is irregular if ~fis situated behind g c~ h at q. All other kinds of junctions are 
regular. We shall never be concerned with irregular junctions in this paper, and 
hence, in what follows, a junction is always supposed to be regular. The degree of 
a regular junction is always ~ 3. 
The obstruction level of a junction is, as usual, defined to be the number of faces 
in the scene, which obscure that junction with respect o the view point. (If one 
wishes, one can assign an infinite obstruction level to an irregular junction.) Let va(l) 
1 This bound was announced in [9] but not proved, because ofa tight space limitation. 
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denote the number of junctions of degree a at level ( l -1 ) .  Thus va(1) is precisely 
the number of visible junctions of degree a. For a fixed collection A of faces in R 3, 
one can define, for each degree a = 2, 3, a 0 series as follows: for every real number 
s>~0, and 1 ~k~n,  
k 
Oa(S, k, A) = ~ va(l)/l s. 
I - -1 
(We did not consider the case a = 1, because it is not very interesting.) Generally 
the collection of faces A is clear from the context, hence we shall simply write 
Oa(s, k) instead of Oa(s, k, A). We shall also write Oa(s) instead of Oa(s, n). When the 
faces in the scene are nonintersecting, 03(s) is identically zero. This means 02(s) is 
the only interesting series in this situation, and in fact, 02(s) is precisely the series 
O(s) that we defined in the case of nonintersecting faces. We have shown here how 
a 0 series can be associated with a collection of intersecting faces in R 3. In fact, we 
shall show that such association can be carried out in any dimension. 
The expected running time of our algorithm that allows intersecting faces is 
O(n log 2 n + 02(1) + 03(2) + 02(2 ) log n + 03(3) log n). The dominant terms in the 
running time are 02(1) and 03(2). Note that 02(1 ) =~2 v2(l)/l and 03(2)= Y. v3(1)/l 2. 
Thus the expected (amortized) time spent by the algorithm on a junction of degree 
2 is inversely proportional to its level, and the expected time spent on a junction 
of degree 3 is inversely proportional to the square of its level. This is precisely what 
one would want, because potentially the number of junctions of degree 3 can be 
much larger than the number of junctions of degree 2. But this is compensated by 
the fact that the time spent on junctions of higher degree decreases faster, as one 
moves farther from the observer. Using the techniques in [10] it can be easily 
proven that 02(1)+03(2 ) is always O(nZ~(n)), but typically it is significantly less 
than this worst case bound. It is open if hidden surface removal can be achieved in 
time that is linear, up to a polylog factor, in 02(r) and 03(s), where r > 1 and s > 2. 
Note that 03(oo)+02(oo) is precisely the number of actually visible junctions. 
Hence, if r and s are 0% then the algorithm will be strictly output sensitive. 
The notion of a 0 series can be naturally extended to a collection of possibly 
intersecting algebraic faces of a bounded degree in R 3. Assume that the view point 
is located at (0, 0, - oo). The silhouette X(f )  of a face f is defined as the set of 
points in f,  where the face normals become parallel to the xy plane. If f is in a 
general position, then 2( f )  is a curve (possibly partially visible). Let Z ( f )  denote 
the xy projection of 2(f) ,  as usual. It projects all boundaries, ilhouettes, and inter- 
sections among the faces onto the view plane. Now we define, as before, the degree 
of a junction to be the number of faces that are involved in its definition and the 
level of a regular junction to be the number of faces in the scene which obscure that 
junction from the observer. If va(1) denotes the number of junctions of degree a at 
level ( l -  1), then one defines, as before, Oa(s ) = 27= z va(l)/P. One can also extend 
the hidden surface removal algorithm to take into account he presence of curved 
faces, and it turns out that the expected running time of this hidden surface removal 
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algorithm is bounded by the same expression as before: O(n log 2 n+03(2)+ 
02(1) + 03(3) log n + 02(2 ) log n). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give the hidden 
surface removal algorithm that allows intersecting faces, and also curved faces. In 
Section 3, we set up certain probabilistic geometric games that will be used in the 
analysis. These games are specializations of the generalized games in [,10]. Once 
this setup is done, the results in [-10] are immediately applicable. In Section 4, the 
hidden surface removal algorithm is analyzed. As a corollary, this also yields the 
O(0(1) + 0(2) log n + n log 2 n) bound for the algorithm in [9]. Section 5 shows how 
the 0(2)log n term in this bound can be removed by incorporating a topological 
sweep into the algorithm. For the sake of simplicity, we have confined ourselves to 
nonintersecting faces, the extension to intersecting faces being routine. In Section 6, 
we outline some pragmatic ways of improving the running time. 
As a convention, all references to the material in the part I of this paper [9] will 
be preceded by I. Thus Theorem 1.1 refers to Theorem 1 in [--93, Section 1.6.1 refers 
to Section 6.1 in [9], etc. Familiarity with the algorithm in 1-9] is assumed. 
2. HIDDEN SURFACE REMOVAL IN THE PRESENCE OF 
INTERSECTING FACES 
In this section, we show how the algorithm in [9], which deals with noninter- 
secting faces, can be modified so that it can handle intersecting faces. We assume 
that the reader is familiar with the algorithm for nonintersecting faces (Section 1.3). 
Assume that we are given a set of n intersecting faces. We assume that the 
number of edges of any given face is bounded. The faces need not be convex. 
A special face O will serve as a background of the scene. The overall organization 
of the algorithm is the same: We first form an initial partition Ho of the view 
window. Ho is simply the whole window, and thus consists of just one region. 
Beginning with Ho, we form a succession of partitions Ho, H1 ..... H n by 
"adding" faces in a random order. H, will give us the final visibility partition of 
the view window, with each region of the partition labelled with the face visible 
there. 
Let us specify in more detail H k, the visibility partition obtained after adding 
random faces fo, f l ,  ..., fk to Ho. (By convention, fo is the special background 
face O.) For this purpose, imagine that the scene consists of only the faces fo, 
f l  ..... fk. As usual, the observer will see visible portions of the boundary edges of 
fo ..... fk. But now he will also see, in addition, portions of the intersections among 
the faces. Project all visible portions of the boundary edges, as well as the intersec- 
tion edges onto the view window; these projected segments will be called fragments. 
Then Hk will be the trapezoidal decomposition of the view window, induced by 
these fragments. This means that Hk is obtained by passing appropriate vertical 
attachments hrough the endpoints of the fragments, and also the junctions, where 
the fragments meet. Moreover, each face R of Hk is labelled with the face f(R), that 
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2. 
border 
3. 
ofg. 
is currently visible in R among the faces f0, f l ,  ..., fk. To avoid confusion, vertices, 
edges, and faces in H k will be called junctions, borders, and regions (or trapezoids), 
respectively, and the words vertices, edges, and faces will be reserved exclusively for 
those in the scene. The representation f Hk is very much as in the case of noninter- 
secting faces. The junctions in Hk that are located at the endpoints of the fragments 
or the joins among them are called concrete junctions. The remaining junctions in 
Hk that are located at the joins among vertical attachments and fragments are not 
concrete. Borders which do not lie on the vertical attachments in Hk will also be 
called concrete. Borders lying on the vertical attachments are not concrete. 
The most important change, caused by the presence of intersecting faces, is in the 
conflict information associated with H k. Recall that an unadded face g is said to be 
in conflict with a region R ~ Hk, if g occludes f (R)  in the region R, totally or par- 
tially. If there are no intersecting faces, this implies that at least one of the following 
three possibilities must occur: 
a trapezoid-vertex conflict: the projection ~ of some vertex v of g lies in R, 
a border-edge conflict: the projection ~ of some edge e of g intersects a
b of R, 
a junction-face conflict." some concrete junction t of R lies in the projection 
In the presence of intersecting faces we have to allow the following additional kind 
of conflict: 
4. border-intersection-edge conflict." the projection g of the intersection edge 
e=f (R)  c~ g intersects ome border b of R. 
Note that we are only considering those intersection edges which arise because 
of the intersections with f(R). It is easy to see that if an unadded face g is in conflict 
with a region R, then one of the above four kinds of conflicts must arise. The face 
f (R)  is called the background face of each of these conflicts. As in the case of non- 
intersecting faces, the conflicts located at the same location, but having different 
background faces, are to be considered ifferent. 
The organization of the conflict information is also similar to what we had in the 
case of nonintersecting faces. There is, however, one important difference. Recall 
that, in the case of nonintersecting faces, we linked in a cyclic order, the conflicts 
situated on ~g, for each unadded face g. (In this case, a conflict situated on ~g 
either corresponds to conflict between a border in H k and an edge of g, or a conflict 
between a trapezoid in Hk and a vertex of g.) The presence of intersecting faces 
calls for a considerable xtension of this scheme. Let g be an unadded face. Let cg 
be the region in the view window where g would be visible if it were to be added 
next to Hk, i.e., if fk+l were g. cg will consist of parts (possibly whole) of some 
regions in H k. Let 0leg, t?2cg .... be the components of the border t~cg of cg. Let Si 
be the set containing every conflict due to g that is located on Oicg, i.e., a conflict 
of an edge or an intersection-edge of g with a border in Hk, or a conflict of a vertex 
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of g with a trapezoid in H k. Consistently orient all Oicg according to some conven- 
tion. This puts a cyclic order on each set S;. In the algorithm, we shall keep S~ 
cyclically linked accordingly. Conflicts corresponding to all unadded faces have to 
be kept linked in this fashion. We remember to update these cyclic links whenever 
the conflict information is updated. 
Now we are ready to describe how the addition of a randomly chosen face 
f=fk+l  to the partition H k is achieved: 
Preliminary update along the boundary. In this step, we split the trapezoids of 
Hk that are in conflict with the boundary of the region c~ in the view window where 
f is visible. More precisely, we split those faces in H k which intersect ~aCg, 02cg .... 
and which need to be split because they conflict with f;  note that we do not visit 
all faces intersecting Oc~, but only the ones that need to be split. This requires 
only a natural extension of the analogous procedure for nonintersecting faces 
(Section I.3.1), so we only give the basic idea: The above organization of the 
conflict information readily allows us to visit, in cyclic orders, these faces in Hk 
which intersect aacg, ~2cg, ... and need to be split. When we split these faces, we also 
appropriately update the conflict information. 
A preliminary update in the interior. We access all trapezoids in the partition 
that are in conflict with f and which are in the interior of ~f, but which are not 
adjacent o 0cg. We update the conflict information associated with each of these 
trapezoids. (This is done by a natural extension of the procedure in 1.3.2.) 
Reconfiguration. At the end of the preliminary update in the interior, we have 
a partition, call it H;+ 1, that has correct conflict information associated with it. 
However, H;+ a might contain several edge fragments within the region cg which 
have been rendered invisible during the addition off .  These fragments have to be 
removed from H;  +a; this step is called reconfiguration. This is done very much as 
in the case of nonintersecting faces (Section 1.3.3). At the end of the reconfiguration 
we obtain a new trapezoidal decomposition ofcg. 
Relocating and generating conflicts. In this step, we derive the new conflict 
information to be associated with the trapezoids formed during reconfiguration 
from the conflict information that was associated with those trapezoids in H;+I  
and that existed within cg = Cgk+ 1 before reconfiguration. 
We shall only describe here how to relocate the conflicts of the additional kind 
that we have in the presence of intersecting faces, namely the border-intersection 
edge conflicts; the other kinds of conflicts can be relocated very much as in the case 
of nonintersecting faces (Section 1.3.4). The border-intersection edge conflicts that 
are located on (the "inner side" of) 0cg can be relocated, very much as we relocated 
the border-edge conflicts on Ocg. So we assume that all conflicts located on 0cg have 
been relocated. Consider a conflict due to an edge or an intersection-edge of an 
unadded face g that is located at a point p on ~cg. Starting from p, there is a unique 
path o- that follows the edges and the intersection edges of g in the interior of cg and 
ends on #~f again at the other end. By following o-, we can generate all conflicts due 
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to g that are located on o-. If this procedure is repeated for every point p corre- 
sponding to a conflict on ~,  we will generate all conflicts in the interior of ~. This 
finishes the description of the algorithm. 
2.1. Presence of Curved Faces 
Finally let us quickly sketch the modifications required to handle the presence of 
curved faces in the scene. We shall assume that we are given a formal semi-algebraic 
representation for each face f in the form: F(x, y, z )=0,  Gi(x, y, z)>>.O, for 
i=  1 ..... k, where F and G; are polynomials of bounded degree, and k, too, is 
bounded. 
There are two aspects to this extension to curved faces. The first is an algebraic 
one. This consists of semi-algebraic manipulations, uch as intersection, projection 
onto the view plane, computation of the silhouettes, etc. This aspect can be dealt 
with satisfactorily, at least at the theoretical level, with the aid of Sturm sequences 
and classical elimination theory [2]. Hence, we shall not worry about the algebraic 
aspect any more. Note, however, that the practical problems, such as numerical 
stability, that arise in the algebraic context, are far from resolved. The second 
aspect is combinatorial. It is the one that we shall be dealing with here. 
Let us now specify the modifications to the algorithm that are needed in the 
presence of curved faces. The algorithm, as usual, forms a sequence of visibility 
partitions Ho .... , Hn. To specify Hk, we imagine that the scene consists of only the 
faces fo, f l  .... , fk. We see, as before, parts of the boundaries of these faces and the 
intersections among them. But, in addition, we also see parts of their silhouettes. 
The xy projections of all these visible parts of boundaries, intersections, and 
silhouettes will be called fragments. We need to pass vertical attachments hrough 
the endpoints of these fragments, as well as the junctions among them. But that is 
still not enough, because the regions of the partition that arises in this way need not 
be simply connected, see Fig. la. 
To avoid this problem, we also pass vertical attachments through the critical 
points on the fragments, where the tangents become parallel to the y axis, see 
Fig. lb. The partition that we obtain now is H k. Each region R of Hk will be 
labelled with the face f (R)  that is currently visible in R among the faces fo, ..., fk. 
We also associate the conflict information with Hk in exactly the same manner as 
I : I 
' I 
i i 
>~ 
FrG. 1. Partition induced by curved fragments. 
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before. The only difference is that the faces and the edges, that are involved in the 
definition of the various kinds of conflicts, are now curved. The junctions in Hk are 
endpoints or critical points of the curved segments or endpoints of the vertical 
attachments. 
It is easily seen that each region of Hk has the following two crucial properties: 
(1)it has at most four borders, and (2)it is monotonic, i.e., the intersection of 
any vertical line with this region is a connected segment. If one examines the 
hidden surface removal algorithm carefully one will note that, formally speaking, 
these are the only two properties of Hk that are used in the algorithm. The 
convexity of Hk greatly speeds up the operations of splitting and so forth. But as 
far as the theoretical complexity of the algorithm is concerned, all we need is a 
bound on the number of borders of any region in Hk. Monotonicity is required in 
the new reconfiguration procedure in Section 5 that is theoretically better than the 
reconfiguration procedure in Section 1.3.3. After these remarks, handling of 
curved faces becomes traightforward and routine, so we shall not discuss it any 
further. 
3. PROBABILISTIC GAMES 
Let N be the given set of n linear faces in R3; the presence of curved faces will 
be taken into account later. We assume that the usual perspective transformation 
has been carried out. So we can assume that the view point v is located at 
(0, 0, - o0) and that all faces in N lie above the plane z = 0. It will be clear that 
these assumptions are not really necessary. The plane z = 0 will be called the view 
plane. As usual, by an edge we shall either mean an intersection edge or a border 
edge. The game that we are going to play consists in choosing the faces in N, one 
by one without replacement, in a random order, and observing some interesting 
things along the way. 
Consider a fixed instant during this game, and let M___ N be the subset of faces 
chosen so far. We shall make certain definitions with respect o this instant and, in 
particular, w.r.t, the set M. Because the view point v is located at (0, 0, -00) ,  the 
view rays emanating from v are all parallel to the z-axis. Fix a view ray. This view 
ray can be identified with the point p, where it intersects the view plane. For this 
reason, we shall also denote this view ray by p. The view ray p emanating from v 
will extend until it is blocked by a face f e M or an edge e, that does not belong 
to the current silhouette; e can either be an intersection edge, or an edge shared by 
two visible faces. A face in M that is intersected by p either in its the interior or 
along the border is said to bound p. In Fig. 2a, q extends all the way until it hits 
the face f3. Note that it is not blocked by the silhouette dges of f l  and f2 on the 
way. It is bounded by f l ,  f2, and f3. In Fig. 2b, q extends all the way until it hits 
the intersection edge e between f l  and f2. It is bounded by f l ,  f2, and f3. Note that 
if there are no "unbounded" degeneracies among the faces in N, then the number 
of faces in M bounding any view ray p is O(1). 
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FIG. 2. Examples of junctions. 
A (currently visible) fragment e is a maximal, connected, visible part of an edge, 
in the scene formed by the faces in M. If e is a silhouette fragment, then we define, 
the shadow of e, shadow(e), to be the union Up P, where p ranges over all points 
in e. 
Given a face f E M, we define the shadow of e on f to be the intersection of f 
with shadow(e); it can be empty. Let E(f) denote the set of edges in f consisting 
of: 
1. the interactions of f with other faces in M, 
2. the edges belonging to the border of f, 
3. the shadows on f of the currently visible silhouette fragments. 
Figure 3 shows an example of E( f ) ;  the intersection edges are shown dark, and the 
shadows are shown dotted. 
Let us now imagine living in an imaginary physical world, wherein the light 
travelling along a fixed view ray p is allowed to "deflect" and travel in any face 
FIG. 3. E(f). 
571/49/3-2 
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f E M bounding p. There are going to be certain restrictions on how the light can 
travel in f. So fix a face f bounding p. Let q = p c~ f. We shall allow the light to 
"bend" or "deflect" at ql =q either along an edge in E(f) passing through ql or 
along f in a direction perpendicular to the x axis. It follows that the light can 
deflect at ql in only a bounded number of ways. Once it is bent, it travels until it 
hits a segment in E(f) in a point, say, q2. It will be allowed to bend at q2 by 
applying the rule similar to the one applied at ql. After this deflection it will travel 
further until it hits a segment in E(f) in, say q3. This can go on, as long as the total 
number of deflections is bounded. We need not worry about the exact bound on the 
number of deflections, as long as it is a constant. If ql, q2,--., qa are the points 
defining this path, where a is bounded, then we say that o---(v, q~ ..... qa) is a 
visibility path of length a, with the initial direction p. If there is a need, we 
will sometimes make the initial direction p of a explicit by writing o-(p) instead 
of o-. 
Consider an unadded face g~N\M and let Og be its border. Let f~M be a 
currently added face. By the shadow of ~g on f we mean the shadow that will be 
cast on f ,  by the visible silhouette fragments on ~g, if one were to consider the 
scene formed by the set of faces M~ {g} (this is just for the sake of definition; g 
need not be the next chosen face in the game). We say that g obstructs (or conflicts 
with) a visibility path a if g intersects o" or the shadow of ~g on a face in M 
bounding p intersects o-. If the length of o-(p) is ~<a, then we say that g is within 
a visibility distance a from p at this instant. 
Let p be a fixed, regular junction in the view plane that results after projecting 
all intersection and boundary edges of the faces in N onto the view plane. Let us 
associate with p a fixed subset R c N. For example, if P = {fl .... , fdeg(p)} is the set 
of faces involved in the definition of p, then we can let R be some subset (possibly 
empty) of P. These are the choices of R that will be used in the analysis of the 
algorithm. But, in principle, R can be any subset of N. In addition, we shall 
associate with p the set S of faces in N that obscure p w.r.t, the view point v. Note 
that the number of faces in S is precisely level(p), the obstruction level of p. The 
elements of R will be called triggers and the elements of S will be called stoppers. 
Let r be the number of elements in R. 
Now let us return to the game of choosing the faces in N and of placing them 
in R 3 in a random order. Let us say that p is active at any given instant of the game 
if every trigger but no stopper has been chosen before this instant. We say that a 
face g was observed within a visibility distance a of p when it was added, if g 
conflicted with a visibility path a(p), of length ~< a, that existed just before the addi- 
tion of g. Let Oa(p, R) be the number of faces that were observed within a visibility 
distance a from p during the active phase of p. If p never becomes active in the 
game then Oa(p, R) is defined to be zero. Let us define one more random variable 
Wa(p, R) as follows. When p becomes active (if at all), let us charge p a cost equal 
to one, plus the number of unadded faces within a visibility distance a from p. Let 
g be any face added after p became active, such that g was within a visibility dis- 
tance of a from p at the time of its addition. At every such addition, let us charge 
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p a cost equal to the total number of unadded faces that conflict with the paths of 
length ~<a (immediately after the addition of g) that meet (or partially lie in) g. Let 
Wa(p, R) be the total cost charged to p in this fashion. If p never becomes active, 
W~(p, R) is defined to be zero. 
THEOREM 1 [10]. Let s=level(p). Then, for a fixed a, 
,or 
=O( lnn)  for s=0,  r=0 
=O(l +ln(n/s)) for s>0,  r=0.  
=O( lnn)  for s=0,  r= l .  
=O(l+ln(n/s)) for s>0,  r= l .  
Remark. The above theorem was proved in [10] for the case of hyperplanes in
R d. But, as was pointed there, the same proof can be extended verbatim to the case 
of simpliees, algebraic patches, etc. in an obvious way. 
3.1. Presence of Curved Faces 
It is very easy to extend the above games when one allows the set N to contain 
curved faces of a bounded degree. Consider the moment when the set of chosen 
faces form a subset M_~ N. We only need to elaborate upon the definition of a 
visibility path, the rest being routine. This, in turn, is completely specified once we 
fix the rules of deflection in a face f e M. This rule is easy to specify. Fix a face f 
in M. Let E(f) be the set of edges in f consisting of: 
1. the intersections of f with the order faces in M, 
2. the edges belonging to the border or the silhouette of f. 
3. the shadows on f of the currently visible parts of borders and silhouettes 
of the other faces in M. (Here visibility is defined, assuming that the scene consists 
of only the faces in M.) 
The light can deflect a point qef  either along an edge in E(f) passing though q 
or along f in a direction perpendicular to the x axis. Once it deflects at q, it 
continues to travel along a path, possibly curved, given by the above rule, until it 
hits another edge in E(f). 
Now for any regular junction p in the view plane, one can analogously define the 
random variables Oa(p, R), and W~(p, R). For these random variables, too, 
Theorem 1 holds; see the remark after that theorem. 
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4. ANALYSIS 
In this section, we analyze the algorithm of Section 2. Let us assume that the 
faces in N are linear. The presence of curved faces will be taken into account later. 
THEOREM 2. The total expected time taken by the algorithm is O(nlog2n + 
0z(1) + 03(2) + 02(2) log n + 03(3) log n). 
It is possible to prove a result that is somewhat stronger for the "typical" scenes; 
see Theorem 1.3 for the case of nonintersecting faces. We shall not worry about such 
strengthening here. We do not know if the above bound can be improved to 
O(n log n + 03(2) + 02(1)). 
Let N be the set of faces in R 3 in the scene. In the algorithm, we chose the faces 
in N in a random order. This makes the results of Section 3 immediately applicable. 
Expected number of conflicts. In Section 2, we assumed that the conflicts were 
located in the view plane z-= 0. It will be convenient, for the purpose of this 
analysis, to think of them as located in R 3. A conflict with location p in the view 
plane and background face h will now be thought of as located at p c~ h in R 3. 
Note that, by our convention in Section 2, conflicts with the same location in the 
view plane but with different background faces are treated as different. Hence, 
everything fits together properly. This convention also makes the following theorem 
interesting. 
THEOREM 3. The expected number of conflicts created in the algorithm is 
O(n log n + 03(2) + 02(1)). 
First we prove two lemmas. In the following lemmas, q denotes a fixed regular 
junction in the view plane that results after projecting the intersection and border 
edges belonging to the faces in N. Let f l , . . . ,  fd~g(q) be the faces involved in the 
definition of q, where deg(q) is the degree of q. 
LEMMA 1. The expected number of junction-face, border-edge, or border-inter- 
section edge conflicts created in the algorithm, that are located at q, or a vertical 
attachment or a fragment hrough q, is O(1/(1 + level(q))deg(q)- 1 , t fdeg(q)> 1, and 
O(log n), / fdeg(q) = 1. (The number of created conflicts is defined to be zero if a con- 
crete junction was never created at q during the algorithm.) 
Proof Let us estimate the expected number of border-edge conflicts located 
on a vertical attachment through q, the other cases being similar. Let R--- 
{fl . . . . .  fdeg(q)}. Note that when the faces in N are chosen randomly, the junction q 
cannot become "active," i.e., come into existence, unless all faces in R are chosen, 
assuming of course that no face obscuring q is chosen. When q comes into existence 
as a concrete junction in the algorithm, all new border-edge conflicts that are 
created on a vertical attachment through q lie within a visibility distance ~<2 
from q. Moreover, the addition of a new face h in the algorithm can create new 
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border-edge conflict(s) on a vertical attachment through q, only if (but not con- 
versely) h lies within a visibility distance ~<2 from q. Figure 4 shows three cases. 
Figure 4a shows the vertical attachment through a junction q before the addition 
h. Figure 4b illustrates the case when h intersects q and, hence, is at a visibility dis- 
tance of 1 from q. Figure 4c illustrates the case when the shadow of Oh on f inter- 
sects the visibility path (v, qo = q c~f, ql), where v is the view point (0, 0 , -  oe). 
In the first case, all new border-edge conflicts lie on the visibility path (v, q~ = 
q c~ h, q]), partially lying in h; note that all relocated conflicts on the path (q~, q]) 
have a new background face h and, hence, must be considered new. In the second 
case, only one new conflict is created at q], which is obviously within a visibility 
distance of 2 from q. 
It follows that the random variable Wz(q, R) in Theorem 1 estimates the total 
number of border-edge conflicts located on a vertical attachment through q. In the 
same manner, we can show that Wdq, R) also estimates the remaining kinds of 
conflicts in the statement of the lemma. Now apply Theorem 1. | 
LI~MMA 2. The expected number of trapezoid-vertex conflicts created in the algo- 
rithm that are located at q = ~, where v is a vertex of some face f, is O(log n). 
Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma 1. A trapezoid-vertex conflict with a 
background face h can come into existence at q only if the face h intersects the view 
ray q at the time of its addition. Now apply Theorem 1 for the random variable 
O~(q, { }). The set of triggers is empty, because a trapezoid-vertex conflict can 
come into existence at q even before the face f involved in the definition of q = 
is chosen. | 
Summing over all concrete junctions and using these lemmas, it now follows that 
the expected number of conflicts created in the algorithm is O(nlogn+ 
02(1) + 03(2)). This proves Theorem 3. 
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The expected cost preliminary update. We now prove that the expected cost of 
preliminary update, throughout the algorithm, is O(n log n + 02(1) + 03(2)). There 
are two kinds of preliminary updates, one along the border and one in the interior. 
We only consider the latter. The cost of preliminary updates along the border can 
be estimated, very much as in the proof of Theorem 3; this will be left to the reader. 
Let us estimate the cost of preliminary updates in the interior. Consider the 
addition of a randomly chosen (k + 1)th face f = fk + 1. Note that all the trapezoids 
of Hk that are accessed in this update are in conflict with f. It is easy to check that 
the preliminary update in the interior of cg takes time proportional to ZR 
conflict_size(R), where R ranges over all trapezoids of/ark, strictly in the interior of 
f that are in conflict with f, and conflict_size(R) denotes the number of conflicts 
associated with R. Recall our convention to regard conflicts with the same location 
but different background faces as different. After the addition of f is over, the back- 
ground face of the conflicts in the interior of cg = c G + 1 will be f. This means that 
every conflict that contributed to the above sum will be destroyed at the end of the 
update. Because of Theorem 3, we have enough credits to pay for every such 
destruction. 
The expected cost of reconfiguration. Let us amortize the cost of reconfiguration 
as follows. Consider the removal of a randomly chosen fragment l = (l 0, 11) from oK, 
as in Fig. 5a. This removal can be done in time O(1 + ~b), where ~b is the number 
of junctions ao, al .... ; bo, bl, ... that are adjacent o/. The O(1) cost can be charged 
to the endpoints l 0 and I1. The remaining cost will be distributed evenly among all 
junctions adjacent o/. 
Let q be a concrete junction that existed in Hk within (g. We say that q was 
involved in the reconfiguration when f =fk+l  was added. Let us denote by T a 
vertical attachment through q. Remember that during reconfiguration T keeps on 
"expanding." It is clear that the total cost charged to the endpoints of T in the 
above fashion is proportional to the number of expansions of T. On the other hand, 
it is easy to show that the expected number of expansions of T is O(log n), if the 
fragments within c~ are removed in a random order. (The easiest way to see this is 
to simply reverse the steps in the configuration algorithm. During this time reversal, 
a 
b3 
b 
FIG. 5. Removing a fragment: (a) before the removal l= (lo,/1); (b) after the removal of/. 
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the attachment T repeatedly contracts, and each contraction roughly halves its 
length. A rigorous proof follows if one applies a suitable probabilistic game [7], 
but this would be an overkill.) Thus the total cost charged to q (more precisely, to 
the endpoints of the vertical attachment through it) is O(log n). 
LEMMA 3. Let q be a fixed regular junction in the view plane that results after pro- 
jecting the border and intersection edges of the faces in N onto the view plane. Then 
the expected number of reconfigurations that involve q is O(1/(1 +level(q))aeg(q))). 
(If a concrete junction was never created at q during the algorithm the number is 
defined to be zero.) 
Proof The junction q can be involved in the reconfiguration during the addi- 
tion of a face f only if all faces fl,---, fdeg(q) defining q were already added and if 
f intersects the view ray q at the time of its addition. Now apply Theorem 1 for the 
random variable 01(q, {fl . . . . .  fdeg(q)})" | 
It follows that the expected cost of reconfiguration charged to a fixed regular 
junction q in the view plane is O((1/(1 + level(q)) a~g(q)) log n). We can multiply the 
expected number of times that q is involved in reconfiguration and the expected 
cost of reconfiguration charged to q because the randomization used in the recon- 
figuration step is independent of the randomization used in the rest of the algo- 
rithm. Summing over all concrete junctions, it follows that the expected cost of 
reconfiguration is O(n log n + 02(2) log n + 03(3) log n). 
Recall that during the reconfiguration of cg, we also relocate the trapezoid vertex 
conflicts located inside cg. It can be shoWn, as above, that the amortized cost of 
relocating a given trapezoid-vertex conflict in c£ is O(log n). Moreover, the back- 
ground face of every relocated conflict in c£ changes to the new face f = fk + 1. By 
our convention, every relocated conflict has to be treated as a new trapezoid-vertex 
conflict. By Lemma 2, the expected number of trapezoid-vertex conflicts created at 
a fixed junction q -- ~5, where v is a vertex, is O(log n). Thus the total cost of relocat- 
ing trapezoid-vertex conflicts at a fixed location q = ~ is O(log 2 n). Summing over 
all vertices of the faces in N, it follows that the total cost of relocating trapezoi~ 
vertex conflicts in the algorithm is O(n log 2 n). 
Relocation and generation of conflicts. We have already taken care of the 
trapezoid-vertex conflicts. During the addition of f = fk +1, the algorithm generates 
and relocates conflicts, other than the trapezoid-vertex conflicts, that are located 
strictly in the interior of the region cg=cg~+a in O(1) time per conflict. It also 
spends only O(1) time on every junction-face conflict on Ug that was not generated 
during the preliminary update along the border (the conflicts generated uring the 
preliminary update have already been taken into account by its cost.) This is 
because we only need to adjust the background faces of these junction-face con- 
flicts. Thus the cost of relocating and generating the above kinds of conflicts is 
taken into account by the bound on the expected number of conflicts in Theorem 3. 
Hence, we only have to worry about the remaining kinds of conflicts that are 
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located on #cg. Note that we are only interested in the conflicts that are located on 
the "inner side" of Ocg. These remaining conflicts are of two kinds: border-edge 
conflicts and border intersection-edge conflicts. 
To estimate the cost of relocating border-edge and border-intersection-edge 
conflicts on Ocg, we use the following cost distribution scheme. Consider a point of 
attachment a on Ocg which is an endpoint of a vertical attachment through a concrete 
junction q in cg. Let I be the linear segment of cg containing a. We will say that a has 
witnessed all border-edge and border-intersection--edge conflicts in Hk + 1 that are 
located on l (more precisely, on its "inner side"). During the addition o f f=f~+l ,  we 
charge each such point of attachment a on 0cg a cost equal to the number of conflicts 
that it witnessed. It is easy to see that this scheme generates enough additional credits 
to cover the cost of relocating the conflicts located on 0cg. Note that the new back- 
ground face of each witnessed conflict is f. Now, it follows from the following lemma, 
that the expected cost of relocating these conflicts is O(n log n + 02(1) + 03(2)). 
LEMMA 4. Let q be a fixed regular junction in the view plane that results after 
projecting the border and intersection edges of the faces in N. The expected number 
of conflicts witnessed by either end of a vertical attachment through a concrete 
junction q, throughout the algorithm, is O(1/(1 + level(q)) deg(ql- 1), /fdeg(q) > 1, and 
O(log n), tf deg(q) = 1. 
Proof Note that q can be involved in relocation during the addition of a face 
f only if all faces f l ,  ..., fdeg(q) defining q have already been chosen and f intersects 
the view ray q at this time. Moreover, every conflict witnessed by an end of the 
vertical attachment through q lies on the background face f at a visibility distance 
~< 3 from q. It follows that the random variable W3(q, {fl,  ..., fdeg(q)}) estimates the 
total number of conflicts witnessed in this fashion. Now apply Theorem 1. | 
Putting together all the results of this section proves Theorem 2. 
4.1. The Presence of Curved Faces 
Theorem 2 also holds if the faces in N are curved, but of a bounded egree, once 
we appropriately extend, as in Section 1, the definition of the 0 series. We have 
already seen how the presence of curved faces can be taken into account in the 
games in Section 3. Now extending the above proof is entirely straightforward. 
5. A TOPOLOGICAL SWEEP 
In this section, we give a hidden surface removal algorithm that eliminates the 
0(0(2) log n) term in the running time of the algorithm in [9]. We assume, for the 
sake of simplicity, that the faces in the scene do not intersect. Globally, the algo- 
rithm in this section is very much the same as in [9]: starting with an initial parti- 
tion Ho, which consists of just one region for the whole window, we form a 
sequence of visibility partitions H o, ..., Hn, where Hn will be the final visibility 
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partition sought. Here H k is the partition obtained after adding randomly chosen 
faces f0, f l ,  ..., fk to H 0. (By convention, f0 will be the special background face of 
the scene.) More precisely, Hk is the trapezoidal decomposition of the view window 
induced by the visible parts of the edges of fo ..... fk. 
The only difference in the new algorithm will be in the reconfiguration step (see 
Section 1.3.3) that arises during the addition o f f=fk+l  to H k. The rest of the algo- 
rithm remains exactly the same. Let H~+ 1 denote the partition, as in Section 1.3.2, 
that arises after the preliminary updates during the addition of fk+ 1 have been 
carried out. H~+ 1 is obtained from I lk  by appropriately splitting the trapezoids of 
H k which intersect he visible parts of ~f Let ~ be the region, as in 1.3.3, formed 
by the union of those trapezoids in H;  ÷1, where f = fk+l is visible at the end of 
the preliminary update. Thus what we have at our disposal is a convex partition of 
cg, see Fig. 6a. Our goal is to remove all the fragments lying in the interior of cg and 
to find a new trapezoidal decomposition of c~ after this removal, see Fig. 6b. 
In this reconfiguration we can ignore everything outside cg; this also includes the 
junctions and the borders lying on the outer side of Ocg. The procedure for recon- 
figuration given in 1.3.3 was randomized and decremental. The expected, amortized 
time spent by this algorithm on a concrete junction q in cg was O(log n~), where 
n~e is the total number of junctions in cg (the actual bound is slightly better; see 
1.3.3). The reconfiguration algorithm given in this section is a deterministic 
topological sweep algorithm. The amortized time spent by this algorithm on a 
concrete junction q is O(1) if q is located at an intersection of the xy-projections of 
two scene edges, and O(log n~e), if q is located at the xy-projection of a scene vertex. 
The paradigm of a topological sweep has been applied successfully to planar par- 
titions in computational geometry; e.g., see [4]. Before we proceed further, let us 
point out a chief distinction between the topological sweep, as used in this section, 
and the topological sweep of a planar partition. The difference occurs because, 
unlike the plane, cg can consist of several interleaved components, and these 
components need not be simply connected. When one is sweeping a planar convex 
a b 
c h 
FIG. 6. 
(a) (b) 
(a) Region c~ (dotted) before reconfiguration. (b) Region cg after reconfiguration. 
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partition, the frontier of the sweep is a connected topologically vertical line (a 
topological line is called vertical, with respect o a given partition, if it intersects 
any monotone chain of segments in the partition at most once). When one is sweep- 
ing c~, the frontier can be "fragmented." That is to say, the frontier will be a collec- 
tion of topologically vertical segments, which together divide cg into two regions, 
the left and the right one. Each segment of this collection will be called a piece of 
the frontier. It is obviously of interest o know the junctions inside cg, where the 
frontier can undergo a drastic change, such as breaking or merging. Such junctions 
will be called critical junctions. Because we are sweeping a convex partition of cg, 
it turns out that a critical junction can occur only on the boundary ~c~. There are 
two kinds of critical junctions, as shown in Fig. 7e and Fig. 7f. For example, 
junctions b, d in Fig. 6a are critical, whereas junctions a, e, c, h, f,  g in Fig. 6a are 
noncritical. A critical junction can be located only at the projection of some scene 
vertex. To see this, ignore all the vertical attachments in c~ and observe that a con- 
crete junction on 8cg, located at an intersection of say 8g and 8h, is always a 
t-junction, i.e., a junction which looks like a T. This simple observation turns out 
to be quite important. 
Another difference from a planar topological sweep stems from the fact that we 
need to control our topological sweep to be able to reconfigure c~ during the sweep. 
It can be shown (see Proposition 3) that the following property holds throughout 
our sweep; whenever a junction p, located at the projection of some scene vertex, 
is visited, every junction in c~ having a smaller x coordinate than p must have 
been visited. This property lets us reconfigure c~ during reconfiguration i a very 
convenient way. 
a b c d 
FIo. 7. 
e 
Sweeping past a junction: the solid 
f 
/[  
dotted) curved line indicates the frontier just before 
(after) the junction and the region cg is shown dotted. 
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Let  us now specify in detail how the topological sweep is carried out. In this 
description, we shall ignore at first that cg is to be reconfigured uring this sweep; 
we return to that later. Our sweep will proceed in the direction of the increasing x
coordinate. Our choice of direction implies that there is a certain ambiguity 
involved in dealing with borders located on the vertical attachments. Hence, for the 
purpose of the sweep, we assume that all vertical attachments are perturbed 
infinitesimally, by a slight clockwise rotation. (This perturbation has to be only 
conceptual because, with some care in the implementation, we can achieve the same 
effect, without actually perturbing any attachment.) A border incident o a junction 
p will be called incoming if the orientation in the direction of the increasing x coor- 
dinate will cause the border to point towards p; an outgoing border is defined 
similarly. As a convention, whenever a junction p of cg is visited during the sweep, 
we automatically mark all outgoing borders at p as visited. This means we only 
need to specify the rules for visiting the junctions inside cg. 
Initialization. The sweep will be initialized by marking all junctions which are 
the local minima of the x coordinate function on cg, as visited; e.g., a in Fig. 6a is 
such a junction. It is obvious that every such junction lies on Ocg. 
A basic propagating operation in a topological sweep is that of "sweeping a junc- 
tion," as encapsulated in the following rule: a junction p can be visited if every 
incoming border at p has been visited. But, as we have already pointed out, we 
need to restrict this rule and thereby control the sweep, as follows. Our rule for 
sweeping a noncritical junction is the same as above: 
Rule 1 (For sweeping a noncritical junction). A noncritical junction p can be 
visited if every incoming border at p has been visited. 
In our algorithm, this rule for sweeping a noncritical junction will be applied as 
much as possible. The following rule will be applied only when the above rule 
cannot applied. 
Rule 2 (For sweeping a critical junction). A critical junction p can be visited 
if (1) every incoming border at p has been visited, (2) every critical junction with 
a smaller x coordinate has been visited, and (3) Rule 1 is not applicable. 
We shall soon give an efficient algorithm for implementing the above rules. But 
before that let us note a few consequences of the above rules. Let us define the 
frontier of the sweep to be the set of those borders whose left endpoints have been 
visited, but not the right ones. It is possible to identify this frontier with a set of 
topologically vertical, connected segments which divide cg into two regions. Recall 
that the sweep is initialized by marking the local minima of the x coordinate on cg. 
To each such local minimum p, we associate a topologically vertical and connected 
segment intersecting the two outgoing borders at p precisely once, but which inter- 
sects no other border; see Fig. 7c. The set of these segments defines the initial fron- 
tier, which divides cg into the left and the right regions. Now it remains to see what 
happens when Rule 1 or 2 is applied at a junction p. The effect of this application 
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on the frontier is shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7a shows the change in the frontier, as it 
sweeps past a noncritical junction in the interior of cg, e.g., the junction g in Fig. 6a. 
Figure 7b shows the change in the frontier as it sweeps past a noncritical junction 
on the boundary of cg, such as the junction c in Fig. 6a. Figure 7e shows how two 
frontier pieces merge, when it sweeps past a junction like b in Fig. 6a. Figure 7f 
shows how a frontier can fragment when it sweeps past a junction like d in Fig. 6a. 
Finally, Fig. 7d shows how a piece of the frontier can terminate when it reaches a 
junction like e in Fig. 6a. It is easy to see that, in each case, the pieces of the frontier 
remain topologically vertical and, moreover, that the frontier continues to divide cg 
into two regions. 
A basic property of the topological sweep is the following (also see [4]), 
PROPOSITION 1. Every junction in cg will be eventually visited, in accordance with 
Rule 1 and Rule 2. 
Proof We first prove that, as long as the frontier is nonempty, it can always be 
moved forward by an application of Rule 1 or Rule 2. Assume to the contrary, that 
neither Rule 1 nor Rule 2 is applicable anywhere. Let us say that a junction is 
adjacent o the frontier if it is the right endpoint of some border in the frontier. 
Consider the junction p, with the least x coordinate, among those junctions 
adjacent o the frontier. Then it is easy to see that all the incoming borders at p 
must have been visited. If p is noncritical, Rule 1 is applicable at p, a contradiction. 
Otherwise, because the frontier divides cg into the left and right regions, it is clear 
that every junction having a smaller x coordinate than p, must lie in the left region 
and, hence, has already been visited. In particular, all critical junctions having a 
smaller x coordinate than p have been visited, and so, Rule 2 is applicable at p, a 
contradiction again. 
Thus we have proved that the frontier can always be moved forward as long as 
it is nonempty. So it remains to check that every junction in cg will be visited by 
the time the frontier has become empty. But if this is not the case, then the empty 
frontier still continues to divide cg into two regions, and the unvisited right region 
will contain a whole component, say ~. But this is impossible, because @ has at 
least one local minimum, which was marked as visited, right in the beginning of the 
sweep. | 
The above proposition suggests a simple way to implement Rules 1 and 2. We 
maintain the frontier, in some representation, throughout the algorithm. In addi- 
tion, we maintain two lists L1 (and L2) of noncritical (critical)junctions adjacent 
to the frontier. L1 will be unordered, whereas, L2 will be kept ordered according to 
the x coordinates of the junctions. As long as L~ is nonempty, we shall take a junc- 
tion from that list, apply Rule 1, and update both the lists and the frontier. If L 1 
is empty, we take the junction from L2 with the least x coordinate, apply Rule 2, 
and again update both the lists and the frontier. When L1 and L2 are empty, we 
are done by Proposition 1. 
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The cost of updating L 1 is O(1) per entry. The cost of updating L2 is O(log m~e), 
where me is the number of critical junctions on 0~. The cost of updating the 
frontier, however, depends upon the data structure chosen for the frontier. So let us 
address this question now. Recall that the frontier consists of a collection of 
topological segments, where each segment, i.e., a piece of the frontier, represents the 
set of borders in cg intersecting this segment. Corresponding to the two ends of each 
such piece, we have, in the associated set of borders, two borders located on ~3cg, 
called terminal borders. The rest of the borders will be called nonterminal. As each 
piece of the frontier is topologically vertical, the associated set of borders intersect- 
ing this piece is ordered in the obvious way. Hence, this set can be represented by 
say, a red-black tree. For any border b belonging to the frontier, we maintain a 
double link between the entry for b in the above red-black tree and the entry for 
b in the representation f cg (which is contained in the representation f Hk). Thus 
given any border on the frontier, we immediately know where it is in cg, as well as 
where it is on the frontier. We also assume that the root of this red-black tree is 
given special (double) pointers to the entries (leaves) for the two terminal borders. 
For the purpose analyzing the cost of updating the frontier, the following 
proposition from [6] will be useful. 
PROPOSITION 2. The amortized cost o f  adding or deleting an item from a 
red black tree is O(1), provided we already have an access to the location where the 
addition or the deletion is to take place. 
First let us analyze the cost of sweeping the frontier past a noncritical junction 
p in the interior or on the boundary of cg. Let b be some incoming border at p; 
because of the convexity of the partition, there is at least one such border. Then b 
belongs to the frontier, just before it sweeps past the junction p. It is easy to see 
that in this case the update amounts to a few additions and deletions to the 
red-black tree representing the piece of the frontier containing b. Moreover, these 
additions and deletions take place in the vicinity of b, so we already have an access 
to the location in the red-black tree, where these updates take place. This, together 
with Proposition 2, implies that the amortized cost of sweeping the frontier past a 
noncritical junction is O(1). When we sweep past a critical junction, we need to 
perform the more drastic operations of splitting or merging the pieces of the frontier 
appropriately (see Fig. 7e and Fig. 7f). This can take, in the worst case, O(log(n~e)) 
time, where n~e is the total number of junctions in cg. 
This finishes the description of a topological sweep on c~. Now we get to our 
original goal in this section, which was to reconfigure cg. This means that we wish 
to remove every fragment within cg and then obtain a new trapezoidal decomposi- 
tion of cg by passing appropriate vertical attachments hrough the junctions on 0c~. 
Actually it suffices to construct he following convex partition of cg: Remove every 
fragment from the interior of c~ and pass a vertical attachment extending up to ~?cg 
through every critical junction p on 0~. It is easy to see that this gives us a convex 
partition of c~. For example, if in Fig. 6b, one erases vertical attachments hrough 
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the noncritical points on ~c~, such as h, one will obtain the convex partition that 
we just discussed. Moreover, the trapezoidal decomposition of cg can be obtained 
by refining, in linear time, this more general convex partition in a straightforward 
fashion. Hence, in the rest of the section we describe how to construct his convex 
partition obtained by passing vertical attachments hrough critical junctions on cg. 
The idea is to reconfigure cg during the topological sweep. Let us first note a very 
useful property of our topological sweep. 
PROPOSITION 3. Whenever Rule 2 is applicable at a critical junction p, every 
junction having a smaller x coordinate than p must have been visited. 
We already know that every critical junction having a smaller x coordinate must 
have been visited, as that is, in fact, a part of Rule 2. What the proposition says is 
that even the noncritical junctions to the left of p must have been visited. 
Proof. Let q be the junction having the least x coordinate among the junctions 
adjacent to the frontier. The junction q cannot be a noncritical junction, because in 
that case Rule 1 will be applicable at q (see the proof of Proposition 1), and this 
will contradict Rule 2. Moreover, because q is as yet unvisited, it cannot be a 
critical junction having a smaller x coordinate than p, as that would contradict 
Rule 2. It follows that p = q. This means that every junction having a smaller x 
coordinate than p lies to the left of the frontier and, hence, is visited. I 
As an immediate corollary, we obtain 
COROLLARY l. Throughout he algorithm, the region of cg to the left of the fron- 
tier satisfies the following invariant: if p is any critical junction in the left region, the 
vertical attachment though p, extending up to Ocg, lies completely in the left region. 
(Consequently, it is assumed that the frontier is "stretched" to the right, as much as 
possible. ) 
The corollary lets us define unambiguously what is meant by a reconfigured left 
region at any instant during the sweep: conceptually, it is obtained by removing 
every fragment in the interior of the left region and passing through every critical 
junction in the left region a vertical attachment extending up to ~.  Our algorithm 
will maintain this reconfiguration of the left region throughout the sweep. This will 
give us at the end the convex partition of c~ that we sought. 
So we only need to figure out now how this reconfiguration of the left region 
changes as we sweep past a junction. The change at a noncritical junction is trivial. 
So let us consider the change at a critical junction p on 0cg. Refer to Fig. 8. Let a 
and b be the points of attachment of the vertical attachment through p. By Proposi- 
tion 3, we are guaranteed that both a and b will lie inside the left region. Our task 
is to locate a and b, because once that is done, the rest of the task in updating the 
reconfiguration of the left region is straightforward. 
Let S be the piece of the frontier containing p. To know the piece S containing 
p, we merely need to access the root of the red-black tree containing p (more 
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FIG. 8. Change in reconfiguration (the region cg is dotted and the solid curved line indicates the 
frontier). 
precisely, a border adjacent to p) and this takes O(1og n~e) time. Let R(S) be the 
region in the reconfigured left region that is adjacent o S. Note that several of the 
original fragments of the partition might lie in the interior of R(S), but that is, of 
course, of no concern to us. Let v(S) be the leftmost junction of R(S); if R(S) is 
bounded by a vertical attachment on the left side, there are two such junctions, but 
in that case, we choose one arbitrarily. We assume that, throughout the algorithm, 
we maintain v(S) associated with each piece of the frontier. Now locating a (and b) 
is easy; starting from v(S) we merely have to travel on the upper (lower) boundary 
of R(S) until we reach the x coordinate of p. In this procedure, we might visit 
several segments of R(S). But once we put the vertical attachment ab at p, it is clear 
that the segments of R(S) to the left of the vertical attachment ab will never be 
visited in this fashion. Hence, we are at liberty to charge the cost of visiting a seg- 
ment of R(S) in this manner to that segment itself. With this amortization scheme, 
it is clear that the amortized cost of updating the reconfiguration of the left region, 
as we pass through p, is O(log n~e). (Recall that O(log n~e) time is required to access 
the root of the red-black tree containing p that represents S.) 
This finishes the description of the algorithm. We now summarize the result of 
this section. 
THEOREM 4. The amortized cost of reconfiguring ~ is O(1), per noncritical junc- 
tion, and O(log n~e), per critical junction, where n~ is the total number of junctions 
inCg. 
Recall that a critical junction can be located only at the projection ~ of some ver- 
tex. Now, combining Theorem 4 with Lemma 3, and summing over all junctions, 
implies that the total expected cost of reconfiguring is O(n log n + 0(2)). In contrast, 
the expected cost of reconfiguring in the algorithm in [9] is O(n log n + 0(2) log n). 
5.1. Relocation of the Trapezoid-Vertex Conflicts 
Recall from Section 1.3.4 that we relocated the trapezoid-vertex conflicts within 
cg by actually modifying the reconfiguration algorithm of Section 1.3.3. Let us now 
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FIG. 9. Relocat ion of the trapezoid-vertex conflicts. 
see how to modify the above reconfiguration procedure so that we can concurrently 
relocate the trapezoid-vertex conflicts within cg as well. 
Our modified goal now is the following. We definitely want to reconfigure cg, as 
before: by removing all fragments in the interior of cg and then by passing vertical 
attachments through the critical junctions on ~cg. As in the last section, we 
postpone passing vertical attachments hrough the noncritical junctions on acg to 
the very last phase. In addition, we also want relocate every trapezoid-vertex 
conflict located at a point, say p, within cg. Conceptually, relocating a conflict at p 
amounts to passing a vertical attachment through p in the reconfigured partition 
of cg. See Fig. 9. 
This suggests the following procedure for relocating trapezoid-vertex conflicts as 
we reconfigure (g. Let P = (Pl,  P2, ... } be the set of trapezoid-vertex conflicts within 
cg. Let us define a new border of c¢ such that the points Pl, P2, ... belong to this 
newly defined border. That is to say, the interior of (g will now be taken as 
cg _ (~cg w ~), where ~¢ is the old boundary of cg. Equivalently, the new border of 
cg is O'cg=#cgw~. Moreover, Pl, P2, .-. are obviously critical junctions, albeit 
degenerate, on O,cg. It is rather straightforward to modify the reconfiguration algo- 
rithm of the last section, so that it can reconfigure regions with degenerate bound- 
aries as above. If we apply this reconfiguration algorithm to cg with its boundary 
taken as ~,cg, what we obtain at the end is the reconfigured partition of ~ in which 
Pl, P2, ..., are properly relocated (as in Fig. 9). Finally, we can pass appropriate 
vertical attachments through the noncritical junctions on O~g. This gives us the 
reconflgured trapezoidal decomposition of (g, with all the trapezoid-vertex conflicts 
in cg relocated. 
We have a complement to Theorem 4 for this situation. 
THEOREM 5. The amortized cost of relocating trapezoid-vertex conflicts within cg 
is O(log n~) for each trapezoid-vertex conflict within cg, where n~ is the total number 
of junctions in (g. 
This leads us to conclude, as in Section 4, that the total cost of relocating 
trapezoid--vertex conflicts in the algorithm is O(n log 2 n). The rest of the analysis is 
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the same as before. Hence it follows that the expected running of the algorithm, 
with a topological sweep incorporated, is O(0(1)+ n log 2 n). 
5.2. Reconfiguration i the Presence of Monotonic Partitions 
When the faces in the scene can be curved, we need to reconfigure the region 
when the fragments in c~ are not linear, but curved. In this case, we are given a par- 
tition of cg, induced by these curved fragments. This partition will not be convex, 
but it will be monotonic. This means that the intersection between any region of 
this partition and a vertical ine will always be a connected segment. As the reader 
can easily verify, the only property of the partition that was used in the reconfigura- 
tion procedure is monotonicity. Thus the reconfiguration procedure given above 
extends in a straightforward fashion to monotonic partitions. 
6. SOME PRAGMATIC ISSUES 
We shall now give a variant of the algorithm in [9] for scenes with noninter- 
secting faces that might be better in practice, at least for typical scenes. A variant 
of the algorithm in Section 2 that allows intersecting faces can be obtained in a 
similar fashion; it is omitted here. 
The variant in this section maintains less conflict information than the algorithm 
in [9J. As a trade-off, it needs a larger search to find out which trapezoids in H k 
will be really affected uring the addition of f = fk ÷1. 
As before, each region R of Hk will be labelled with the face among f0 ..... fk that 
is currently visible in R. We associate conflict information with Hk as follows. 
A vertex v of a face, different from the added faces fo, -.., fk, is said to conflict with 
a region R of Hk if the projection ~ lies in R. We call this a trapezoid-vertex conflict 
and say that this conflict is located at ~. The crucial difference between this 
trapezoid-vertex conflict and the one defined in [9] or Section 2 is that v now con- 
flicts with R, even if the currently visible face in R occludes v. For each region R, 
we order the list of conflicts in R by their x-coordinates. We shall not maintain now 
any other kinds of conflicts. As far as the representation of ilk is concerned, we 
choose, for the sake of efficiency, a compact, "opaque" representation as in [7, 9]. 
(In this representation, sides of all trapezoidal regions are considered opaque. Thus 
in Fig. 2a a t-junction such as q will be considered invisible in the region f l .  ) 
The addition of a randomly chosen face f=fk÷l  to H k is accomplished as 
follows. Choose any vertex v of f .  Let R e Hk be the conflicting region associated 
with v. Starting at the location ~ in Hk, we first travel in Hk along ~f and then 
access all regions of H~+ 1 that lie in the interior off .  In contrast, we access, in the 
algorithm of [9], only those trapezoids where f is (partially or completely) visible, 
because it is not occluded by the added faces fo ..... fk. In any case, once we have 
accessed all faces in Hk intersecting f, we can discard those where f is not going 
to be visible. After this, we update Hk to Hk+ 1 very much as in the algorithm of 
[9]. The main difference lies in conflict relocation. This time we do not have 
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border-edge conflicts or junction-face conflicts to worry about. Relocation of the 
trapezoid-vertex conflicts can be carried out during the reconfiguration step, very 
much as in 1.3.4. The partition obtained at the end of this procedure is Hk+ 1. Now 
we are ready to add the next face. This finishes the description of the algorithm. 
A primary goal behind maintaining conflicts is to provide an efficient way of 
accessing the regions in Hk, where the addition of fk  +1 will change visibility. Com- 
parison of the first and the second hidden surface removal algorithms hows that 
there is a clear trade-off between the amount of conflict information maintained and 
the time spent in accessing the regions of Hk that will be affected by the addition 
of fk +1. A judicious balance is required. Second, it is not necessary to maintain H k 
as a trapezoidal decomposition. Imposing just a convexity requirement on I lk, as 
in Fig. I.lb, also makes sense. In fact, maintaining these convex partitions is likely 
to be more efficient han maintaining trapezoidal decompositions. This is especially 
so, because [-7] one can prove that the average face length of such general convex 
partitions remains less than or equal to four throughout the algorithm. In [7] we 
gave an alternative planar partition algorithm that maintains convex partitions, 
instead of trapezoidal decompositions. Analogous modification to the hidden 
surface removal algorithm is straightforward. In practice, one uses clipping, on top 
of a basic algorithm, to obtain a further speedup. This clipping hueristic can be 
applied to our algorithm too; see the virtual clipping technique in I-8]. 
7. CONCLUSION 
As we have already seen, the algorithms in [9] and this paper are quasi-output- 
sensitive. A tantalizing question that remains open is if one can come up with algo- 
rithms that are strictly output sensitive. By this we mean that the running time of 
the algorithm should be proportional to the output size up to a polylog factor. For 
some special kinds of scenes such output sensitivity can be achieved. Such scenes 
include polyhedral terrains [12] or axis parallel rectangles [1]. For general scenes, 
it is not clear as yet if true output sensitivity can be achieved. See [ 13 ] for further 
discussion on this topic. It is easy to come up with pathological scenes on which 
our algorithm will perform quite badly. For example, one can trivially construct a
scene consisting of nonintersecting faces which has O(1) output size, but such that 
0(1) ~n 2. But we feel that, in practice, the inverse dependence of the running time 
on the obstruction levels of the junctions should be good enough. 
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